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BENEFITS

Located approximately 60 miles east of
Los Angeles, the City of Riverside is the
birthplace of the California citrus industry,
with an economy that today relies more on
government, education, manufacturing and
retail than agriculture.

Volume discounts and forward- looking
pricing have enabled the city to easily
expand Laserfiche from one department to
many.
Improved records management from a
siloed system to one where records, both
electronic and scanned, can be accessed
cross- departmentally.

SITUATION

Laserfiche WebLink gives citizens easy
online access to a variety of public records.

During the latter part of the last century, the
city suffered from a declining economy and
urban decay. In 2005, new city leadership
decided it was time for a change. They set
out to transform Riverside into an attractive
location for business with improved quality
of life for its residents— using innovation and
technology as a catalyst for change.

User-friendly indexing, filing and search
capabilities have eliminated backlogs in the
City Clerk’ s Office.
The finance department uses Laserfiche
Workflow to automate and accelerate the
payroll process, making it easier and faster
for staff to respond to employee inquiries.

SOLUTION

An integration allows the police department
to automatically transfer CAD reports into
Laserfiche, cutting down on the need for
data entry and saving staff “ literally millions
of keystrokes.”

Since Steve Reneker came onboard as CIO
in 2006, Riverside’ s IT department has
been busy, focusing on long-term projects
that leverage forward- looking pricing.
One such project is the expansion of
Laserfiche enterprise content management
ECM) to improve information access,
records management and business process
management city-wide.

The police department uses Laserfiche Audit
Trail to enhance record security and keep
track of who has printed, viewed and
e-mailed files from the records repository.

AT A GLANCE
Governance: Auditing, Enterprise Risk Management, Enterprise Search and Retrieval,
Information Life Cycle Management, Records Management
Integrations: Computer Aided Dispatch, SunGard IFAS, SharePoint 2013 planned), ESRI
ArcGIS planned)
Processes: Records Management, Payroll, Purchase Order Management, Computer Aided
Dispatch, Auditing, Internal Affairs Investigations
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Overview
Located approximately 60 miles east of Los
Angeles, the City of Riverside, CA, is the birthplace
of the California citrus industry, with an economy
that today relies more on government, education,
manufacturing and retail than agriculture.

a forum for department heads and Riverside’ s CIO,
Steve Reneker, to review priorities and ensure
technology is aligned appropriately with all of the
city’s programs and projects.
In alignment with the city’s overarching goal to
bring better service to the Riverside community,
Reneker and his team are focused on implementing
and supporting enterprise IT projects that broaden
and spread the use of technology throughout the
city government.

During the latter part of the last century, the city
suffered from a declining economy and urban
decay. In 2005, new city leadership decided it
was time for a change. They set out to transform
Riverside into an attractive location for business
with improved quality of life for its residents—
using innovation and technology as a catalyst for
change.

Riverside’ s use of Laserfiche enterprise content
management ( ECM) software— which has evolved
from a one- department deployment in 1997 into a
system that’s used by eight different departments
in a variety of ways— is a prime example of a
technology investment that has scaled to deliver
value enterprise- wide.

In late 2006, the city council approved a 1.57
billion investment in improving Riverside’ s
infrastructure and quality-of-life needs. A monthly
Executive Technology Committee meeting provides

The CIO’s Perspective
Since Steve Reneker came onboard as CIO in 2006,
the IT department at the City of Riverside, CA, has
been busy. Its efforts have led to the city being
recognized:

One of the enterprise projects Reneker’ s 54-person
team has achieved is an overhaul of the city’s data
center. By virtualizing more than 50% of the city’s
physical servers and implementing PC power
management software, the IT department saves
the city more than 250, 000 kilowatt hours and 150
tons of CO2 per year.

Six times by the Digital Cites Survey for creating
a seamless environment between local
government and constituents.

Reneker notes that, although California is in the
worst financial shape in its history, Riverside is
actually in a good position for financing these
types of large- scale projects because it owns its
wastewater treatment facility and therefore has
a very strong bond rating. The funding for largescale projects comes primarily from issuing new
utility bonds.

Four times by the Municipal Information
Systems Association ( MISA) for outstanding
information technology practices.
Twice by the Intelligent Community Forum as
one of the seven most intelligent communities
in the world.
Reneker, who came to Riverside after a stint in
the private sector at Dell, notes that one of his
priorities has been getting more enterprise projects
off the ground.

Reneker says, “ Despite the economic turmoil
around us, we can get financing at an interest rate
of less than 2%, which puts us in a great position
to finance long- term projects that leverage forwardlooking pricing.”

Working for the government is rewarding because
you can see large-scale projects through from
beginning to end,” he says. “ The private sector
is driven by the quarterly sales cycle; the public
sector tends to take a longer-term view.”

One such project is the expansion of Laserfiche
enterprise content management ( ECM) throughout
the organization. Laserfiche has helped us maximize
the value of our other technology investments,” he
explains. “ By improving information access, we
deliver better public service city-wide.”
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Upgrading to Laserfiche

Rio

Enterprise agreements make it easy for us to
spread technology throughout the city,” says
Reneker. “ Laserfiche Rio’ s standard pricing model
has made it easy to administer licenses to our
different departments.”

In 2012, the City of Riverside upgraded to Laserfiche
Rio, an enterprise solution that was designed
specifically to meet the needs of organizations
that view ECM as a foundational component
of their technical infrastructure. With bundled
functionality, unlimited content servers and
its own licensing server, the system provides
unmatched deployment flexibility.

He notes that big departments always want to know
if a new technology is scalable. With Laserfiche
Rio, we get great performance that scales easily. The
fact that the system’ s architecture is straightforward
and simple helps with user adoption. In terms of
scalability, price and performance, Laserfiche Rio
is second to none.”

Implementation Timeline
1997

City Clerk’ s Implementation

1998

Legal Department Implementation

2000

Police Department Implementation

2002

Human Resources Implementation

2002

Planning Department Implementation

2006

Steve Reneker Joins Riverside as CIO

2006

Building & Safety ( Plans) Implementation

2007

Building & Safety ( Permits) Implementation

2007

Public Utility Implementation

2010

Finance Department Implementation

2012

Riverside upgrades to Laserfiche Rio

2013

Integration with Laserfiche

TBD

Public Works Department Implementation

TBD

Implementation within additional divisions of Public Utility Department

TBD

Integration with ESRI GIS system

with SharePoint 2013

City Clerk’s Office
Riverside City Clerk Colleen Nicol is, literally, a
master of her craft. After serving as City Clerk for
the City of Desert Hot Springs for 15 years, she took
the helm in Riverside’ s city clerk’ s office in 1994.
Awarded the designation of Master Municipal
Clerk in 2002 by the International Institute of
Municipal Clerks ( IIMC), Nicol today serves as
president of that organization.

Even before becoming a Master Municipal Clerk,
Nicol was always concerned with ensuring
efficiency. In fact, she was the driving force
behind Riverside’ s initial purchase of Laserfiche,
which replaced multiple document management
systems in the city clerk’ s office.
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Our system was organized, but also very
cumbersome,” she recalls. We used a data entryintensive DOS- based program to index city council
minutes and record file locations. An even older
system identified file locations by topic, meaning
staff had to make subjective judgments on where
documents had been indexed.” This practice,
she notes, caused frequent needle- in-haystack
incidents when staff looked for documents.

The only public records we don’ t make available
online are claims,” Nicol says.
From her perspective, giving people self-service
access to public information has had two major
benefits. First, they don’ t have to wait for us to
conduct their research for them, so they get what
they need much faster. Second, our staff no longer
has to spend so much time responding to records
requests, which I would guess have dropped by
about 90% from what they were before we had
Laserfiche.”

The time wasted on inefficient search and indexing
snowballed into productivity bottlenecks. “ The
process of filing council meeting minutes took
at least two weeks,” says Nicol, “ which would
be fine—
except the city council holds weekly
meetings. Inevitably, there were backlogs, which
made locating yet-to-be-indexed documents very
time- consuming. Before Laserfiche, we were three
months behind in data entry and filing.”

Nicol is particularly excited about integrating
Laserfiche with Granicus Legistar, an agenda
automation tool. “ Through the integration, the
documents created in Granicus Legistar will
be automatically archived in Laserfiche, so we
will no longer have to use Laserfiche Snapshot
to manually move them over. We’ re also excited
because
the integration
will automatically
separate agenda packets into agenda items so that
people can find the information they need without
wading through 2,000- page PDFs.”

Knowing that perpetuating these problematic
processes would be detrimental to public service,
Riverside reviewed a number of potential
solutions. Although the systems’ features were
comparable, Laserfiche stood out, she says, due to
its simplicity and flexibility. We chose Laserfiche
because it’s very user-friendly, and can handle
departments of any size,” she explains.
It’s
also very cost- effective, especially compared to
competing products.”

She says, We’ re looking forward to having these
two systems work together so that we can stop using
workarounds and have a smooth, streamlined
agenda management process in place.”
In terms of further process automation, Nicol
and her team are happy about the city’s upgrade
to Laserfiche Rio, as they now have access to
Laserfiche Workflow.
Once the integration
with Granicus Legistar is up and running, we’ d
like to explore using Laserfiche Workflow to
automate the contract management process and
all the paperwork and approvals associated with
recruitment for our boards and commissions.”

Laserfiche’ s searching power also stood out.
Highlighted search results were another ‘ musthave,’” Nicol adds. We all take this feature for
granted now, but Laserfiche was the only product
to offer it at the time. It’s equally beneficial to all
departments, saving time and frustration when
reviewing large documents.
In the past, my department conducted a lot
of research on behalf of other city staff and the
public. Today, people can conduct their own
research quickly and easily using Laserfiche—
the
access is just outstanding,” Nicol says.

When it comes to sharing her success, Nicol is
always happy to show other cities the way. She and
her staff have hosted Bakersfield, South Pasadena,
Thousand Oaks and Fontana— all California cities
now using Laserfiche.

Using Laserfiche WebLink, a thin client that allows
organizations to provide instant, read- only access
to documents via the Web, people can easily find
a variety of public records, including but not
limited to:

The way Nicol sees it, she’s just paying forward the
same service she and her staff were shown when
they had their own questions years ago. “ I recall
how helpful it was to see the installation at Buena
Park when we were first considering Laserfiche,”
she recalls. “ To see the solutions in action in an
operating City Clerk’ s Office brought the features
to life and underscored the efficiencies, workflow
improvements and cost savings.”

City Council Agendas and Minutes.
Campaign Statements.
Council

Agency Reports.

Elections Information.
Ordinances and Resolutions.
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She’ s confident her guest cities take away the same
benefits. “ At the conclusion of every tour, without
exception, the visiting organization emphasizes
the value from seeing the product in action and
having our team of people who actually perform
the work, as well as our technical staff, available
to share ideas and solutions.

Although it’s been many years since Riverside
installed Laserfiche, Nicol still has fond memories
of the implementation process. “ Staff were eager
to learn,” she says, “ and the technical support we
received from Laserfiche made the launch easy.
We even had a visit from Laserfiche Founder and
CEO Nien- Ling Wacker.”

We’ ve hosted a lot of Laserfiche demos here over
the years,” she says, “ and been used as a model
up and down the state. I’m proud to be an early
Laserfiche customer and I brag about our use of the
system quite a bit.”

That said, Riverside’ s City Clerk isn’ t content
with standing still. We continue to send staff
to the Laserfiche Institute Conference every
January, and they always come back with ideas
for enhancing our use of the software.”

Human Resources
Although Riverside’ s human resources department
consists
of six different
divisions— Safety,
Workers’ Compensation, Benefits, Recruitment,
Training and Administration— the department’ s
25 employees function as a united team. “ Many
people have expertise that spans multiple
divisions,” says Rhonda Strout, Human Resources
Director. “ Our goal is to find, train and retain the
best talent for our city, and we work together to
achieve that goal.”

Strout notes that the folder structure of the
department’ s three repositories— Benefits, Workers’
Compensation and General HR— is clean and easy
to navigate by topic. “ Laserfiche makes it easy for
all our employees to find information quickly and
it keeps us organized.”
In the future, the department plans to explore
options for integrating Laserfiche with the city’ s
SharePoint intranet, and is also looking forward
to implementing
Laserfiche
Workflow
and
automating the leave request process. “ It would
be great to get the system set up so that it would
automatically e-mail people when they need
to review a document, and then allow them to
approve or deny requests right from the request
form in Laserfiche,” says Strout. “ Now that the
city has Laserfiche Rio, it’ s just a matter of time.”

The department implemented Laserfiche in 2002 to
help reduce the volume of paperwork it produced,
and to eliminate the need to store documents
offsite— and time spent driving to the facility to
retrieve them.
According to Mylene Daniels, Business Systems
Support Analyst, she tightened up the system’ s
security when she joined the HR team in 2006.
Before I started, staff could move things around
and rename documents, which can lead to all
kinds of problems, including lost and misfiled
documents.”

Daniels is excited to attend the upcoming
Laserfiche Institute Conference in January. “ I go
every year, and I always learn a lot about the new
features Laserfiche is developing. I love getting
my hands on new products and thinking about
how they could help us in HR.”

Using
the
security
features
inherent
in
Laserfiche, Daniels grants HR employees rights
and permissions based on their role within the
department. This means, for example, that an
employee who does not work on administering
employee benefits cannot see benefits- related
documents, and an employee who only needs to
review a certain type of document cannot move it
from one folder to another.
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Finance
Through integration with SunGard IFAS,
Laserfiche uses the employee ID number or
social security number on the document to
retrieve additional information from IFAS and
populate metadata fields.

Riverside’ s finance department manages the city’ s
revenues, expenditures, investments, purchasing,
accounting, budgeting and debt. As such, it strives
to provide the city’s departments and residents
with dependable and efficient services in billing
and collection of city services, cash management
and other fiscal functions.

If a folder for the employee already exists,
Laserfiche automatically files the document in
the correct place.

The finance department consists of four divisions:
Administration, Accounting, Financial Resources
and Purchasing
Risk Management.

If the document is associated with a new
employee, Laserfiche automatically creates a
new folder and then files the document.

According to Brent Mason, Finance Director, the
finance department began using Laserfiche in
2010 to manage purchase orders. In the past,
our buyer had to keep track of paper POs,” says
Mason. Then we moved to electronic POs, but
they were e-mailed to the buyer, who would
have to manually compile them all on a CD each
month.”

When employees leave the City of Riverside,
Laserfiche automatically moves the employee’ s
payroll folder to the inactive section of the
repository.
Our payroll staff finds the system very easy to
use,” she says. “ It has helped them to eliminate
paper folders and makes documents much easier
to find. It provides a more efficient way to conduct
business.”

Looking up the electronic POs, particularly once
they’ d been archived to CD, was a challenge. The
purchasing clerk had to determine which CD held
any given PO by date, and if the PO had multiple
change orders, he had to go through the process
multiple times—and sometimes had to refer to
paper copies in the end.

According to Pamela Jones, Payroll Clerk, I can’t
tell you what a time saver it is to not have to go
to the filing room to look at paperwork. Just this
morning I was able to look at a Verification of
Employment for an employee without leaving my
desk or putting him on hold. With Laserfiche, I can
complete research in just seconds, and scanning
only takes ten minutes a day. I love Laserfiche!”

Mason notes,
Today, electronic POs are
automatically sent to Laserfiche for storage, as
well as routed to the appropriate vendors and
departments. It’s much more efficient, and it
makes it much easier for our purchasing clerk to
quickly locate the documents he needs to review.”

Peoples notes that the finance department is
looking forward to deploying Laserfiche to
automate the accounts payable process and help
the risk management division manage claims.
Laserfiche makes searching for documents and
automating processes so easy that we’ re looking
to use it in every way we can!”

In the future, the finance department would like
to give other departments access to the PO folder
in Laserfiche so that authorized users can access
their POs there instead of contacting Purchasing
for unreceived or misplaced purchase orders.
Yenise Peoples, Financial Systems Manager,
explains that, within the last couple of months,
the department has begun using Laserfiche
Workflow, a business process management tool
included with Laserfiche Rio, to automate the
payroll process as follows:
The payroll clerk scans a new document into
Laserfiche.
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Police Department
In addition to using Audit Trail’s reporting
capabilities, the PD has included watermarks
on all its files since 2000. In the beginning, the
watermarks were custom designed, but this
capability has since become part of the base
Laserfiche product. “ Our use of Audit Trail has
evolved with each roll forward since initial
implementation in 2000,” she says. “ Several
features that were designed back then specifically
for our strict security needs are now standard.”

For more than a decade, the City of Riverside’ s
police department has been using Laserfiche
to reduce paper and business process time—as
well as staff frustration. In 2000, the department
implemented Laserfiche in the Records Bureau to
manage a staggering six million pages of records
and 225, 000 audio files. Since then, the PD’ s use
of Laserfiche has expanded to more than 500
people— including patrol officers,
detectives,
sergeants and police management— and six
unique repositories:

She continues, “ I love having watermarks on
images. If someone has a copy of a report, the
watermark shows us which agency or involved
party the report was released to and who released
it. People can no longer get around the security by
just printing the screen, since even the image on
the screen shows a watermark.”

Master Reports.
Audio.
Internal Affairs.
Permits and Subpoenas.
Personnel and Training.
Special Operations.

Vinson adds that auditing is a critical feature,
particularly when a court orders the department to
destroy or expunge a record. Since everyone who
received an official copy of the record must be
notified, the “ paperless paper trail” generated by
Audit Trail makes it easier to make the necessary
notifications.

To stay on top of changing retention regulations
for the nearly 200 new reports filed every day,
the PD has shifted its focus from simply reducing
paper to automating and monitoring records
using Laserfiche Workflow and Audit Trail. We
want everything captured into Laserfiche so that
we know when something was viewed, e-mailed,
printed or when template data was changed,” says
Police Records Manager Roz Vinson.

Laserfiche Workflow,
CAD Interface,
Recordings and Automated Processes

Digital

The PD also uses Laserfiche Workflow to ensure
careful attention is paid to security details. The
department is designing what Vinson calls a
dynamite” workflow for Internal Affairs that
replicates a complicated paper process to route
the complex investigations within the office,
attaching electronic files from various repositories.

Due to the sheer volume of incoming information,
Vinson relies on Audit Trail to keep track of who
has printed, viewed and e-mailed files from the
repository. If someone asks for a copy of a report—
including citations and police reports— Vinson
can run an audit to see if and when the report was
filed. Running audits also allows her to ensure
policies and procedures are being followed.

The drag-and-drop process of creating a
workflow is simple,” says Vinson. Next, we plan
to set up case distribution and assignments using
Workflow.”

If a victim comes in and needs a copy of their
case file for insurance purposes, I can make sure
that reports are being released correctly, which
includes redactions if necessary, and only to
authorized people. If someone doesn’ t specify a
correct reason code, their printing privilege can
be blocked the next time they access Laserfiche,”
Vinson explains.
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Since 2000, the PD has used an integration
between Laserfiche its Computer Aided Dispatch
CAD) system, which automates the electronic
transfer of CAD information for emergency calls
directly into Laserfiche.

While citizens can still file non-emergency
reports by phone or in person, Vinson stresses
that online reporting provides the public with
a more convenient option. “ Officers don’ t need
to respond to non-emergencies when they are
reported this way,” she explains. “ If you left your
garage door open and your bike was stolen, there’ s
not much an officer can do when dispatched to
that location but file the same report. Not only
does online reporting save citizens time, but it
also ensures the time of our officers is being spent
most efficiently—and that’s something citizens
certainly appreciate, too.”

The CAD call creates an image with all
information relevant to the case, including date,
time, location, crime type and case number.
Laserfiche Import Agent creates a text file with
all the information from the image.
A case folder with that text file is automatically
generated in Laserfiche.

As citizens’ demands for information evolve,
the PD plans to continue scaling up its use of
Laserfiche to meet these challenges. We’ re excited
to build on our successes with Laserfiche,” Vinson
says. It’s been extremely flexible to meet our
needs, and we’ re confident that future solutions
will continue to deliver positive changes among
the different departments— and for our citizens.”

The CAD image is imported into the case folder
and the relevant data is automatically populated
into the associated template.
All information associated with that case
number is linked to the same folder.
All case information is stored in the Laserfiche
folder— including supplemental reports, toxicology
reports, photo sheets, CLETS teletypes, digital
audio recordings and more. “ Imagine a homicide
report with 100 documents, and every single
one requiring the same template information
typed in,” Vinson says. The integration between
Laserfiche and our CAD system has literally saved
us millions of keystrokes.”
In addition, the PD imports critical digital incar videos into case files for easy access by
investigators. It is also in the process of designing
a new interface using Import Agent to import
digital photos taken in the field from the current
photo storage system into Laserfiche.
Those working in the department aren’ t the only
people saving time thanks to Laserfiche. Since July
2009, the PD has also been able to automatically
import non-emergency reports from an online
system into Laserfiche. We don’ t have to print out
paper anymore,” Vinson says. The online system
has become very popular with the community
and we average over 200 reports per month. That
equates to approximately 2,400 reports that we
didn’ t have to print, copy, file and route manually.”
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Looking Forward
Extending
Laserfiche to the public works
department is also on the IT department’ s list, as
is expanding the software’ s use within the public
utility department. By implementing a workflow
to automate the payment requisition process
within the finance department, Reneker’ s team
estimates that it can help Finance take advantage
of discounts that will save the city millions of
dollars a year.

Reneker and his team have big plans for Laserfiche
moving forward, and they’ re looking forward to
taking further advantage of Laserfiche’ s ease of
integration. “ Our plan is to integrate Laserfiche
with our key applications to deliver content
robustly over the Web,” Reneker explains.
One way Reneker intends to do this is through an
integration between Laserfiche and ESRI® ArcGIS®
that will enable city staff to access information
related to land parcels through their Web browsers.
For example, construction staff might need more
information than what’s on a map,” he says. With
this integration, they will be able to drill down to
associated content stored in Laserfiche, such as
drawings and permits.”
City residents will also benefit from the
integration, by using the parcel layer of the GIS
system to identify their lot and pull up associated
documents. This way, they can see exactly what
construction permits were issued in the past—
offering enhanced transparency and greater
insight.
The team also plans to integrate Laserfiche
with Microsoft SharePoint. We’ll be moving to
SharePoint 2013 when it comes out, and we’ll
integrate it with Laserfiche at that point,” Reneker
says. The city has a SharePoint intranet, which
handles Microsoft Office documents really well,
but doesn’ t do imaging. With Laserfiche, we have
great scanning workflows in place, and we’ re
looking to merge those visions.”
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Automating processes is another key area for
the city,” Reneker says, noting that transaction
processing is increasing but staff size is remaining
relatively constant. “ Laserfiche gives us a way to
do more with less. Overall, it helps us improve
our business processes, reduce staff frustration
and provide better public service. It’s an excellent
product.”

The Laserfiche Institute teaches staff, resellers, and current and prospective clients how to use
Laserfiche most effectively. As part of this mission, the Institute conducts more than 500 Webinars
each year, covering a variety of topics. The Institute also hosts an annual conference where members
of the Laserfiche community attend presentations and network to share ideas and learn best practices.
Additionally, the Institute conducts a number of regional training sessions and provides resellers
with content for more than 100 user conferences each year.
The Institute also develops and distributes educational material through the Laserfiche Support
Site. On this Website, clients can access training videos, participate in online forums and download
technical papers and presentations that help them become savvier ECM users.

For more information, contact:
info@laserfiche. com
Laserfiche
3545 Long Beach Blvd.
Long Beach, CA 90807
United States
Phone: 562- 988- 1688
Toll-free: 800-985-8533 within the U.S.)
Fax: 562- 988- 1886
Web: www.laserfiche. com
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